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PREfACE 

In this study an atte~pt has been made to trace 

an Ideological heritage and trends in geopolitics. from 

the time its subject matter became identifiable, prior 

to this Geopolitical study was taken up in the broader 

sphere of political science. The evolution of geo

politics into a separate field of study was slow. The 

cut off point from where the subject started showing 

its own distinct ch'aracteristics is based on the fact 

that the first geopolitician discussed here dealt a 

little more with the subject matter of geopolitics as 

we know it today than did his predecessors. 

The study is divided into five chapters. 

Chapter One deals primarily with subject matter of 

Geography as a discipline and placement of geopolitics, 

or to say review of literature which is essential for 

understanding the basic nature of subject. 

In Chapter Two, Geopolitics and its inter

disciplinary linkages are discussed. Which leaves 

enough scope for social sciences to study any phenomenon 

through the interdisciplinary approach which is essential 

in mode rn era • 

In Chapter Three, the contribution of German 

Geopoliticians are discussed. for it is they who 

developed the study frci'J'r) a mere branch of political 

science to an autonomous, or at least a semi-autonomous 

discipline. But German Geopolitiks was held in 
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abhorence in the West because it dealt only with 

Germany's power position and as such •Geopolitik has 

contributed little to Geopolitics, Germans are not 

therefore the fore runners of geopolitics ~s· studied 

today. Explanations of contemporary internation'al 

relations through Geopolitics are becoming popular. 

Chapter four deals with those scholars who has 

p ropoun de d the first uni ve rsalistics approaches, e.g., 

Sir Halforld J. Mackinder, Spykman, S.B. Cohen and 

Capt. A. T. Mahan, et. al. All these theorists stand at · 

the base of Modern Geopolitics, because it is from them 

that the study developed to \Jlat we know of it today. 

The effects of Technology on Geopolitics and man 

nature relationship also have been dealt with in Chapter 

·f o u r • M u c h l i k e an y a u b j e c ts , s t u die s wi t h in c rea a in g 

specialization. Different theorists take up various 

aspects of the change in technology and its impact on 

geopolitical theories, rather.than any attempt to study 

the overall impact of Technological change on geopolitical 

study. The emphasis is especially on nuclear technology 

which most does away with classical geopolitics and 

ushers in a new era where the advantage lies not in 

geographical position or raw materials and similar 

other factors but on th~ possession of modern technology. 
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In the concluding chapter we have discussed the 

weaknesses inherent in the subject and suggestions to 

remedy them. Also discussed are the trends manifest in 

the study and suggestions are given to make the study 

more comprehensive, issue oriented and relevant to 

modern time. 
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C H A P T E R -wl. 

lnt;&'oductions Review of t.iterature 

The focus of study will be to understand the 

changing nature of Geograpny as a discipline and place

ment of Geo-Politics. Geography is only branch of 

knowledge which links the natural sciences to Social 

sciences. Because physical geography represents the 

natural sciences while human geography represents the 

social sciences. 

Cons ide ring the fact that the change is nature. 

Therefore if there is any change in the laws of 

natural sciences or in the social sciences, Geography 

ipso facto changes according to time and space. The 

laws of natural sciences are universally accepted while 

the laws in social s cience~s are conditional, ·which 

varies from place to place and changes over time· 

The chan gee occur in geography due to the 

Triangular relationship between Man, Nature. and 

Technology. Man interactSwith nature, with the help 

of different equipment& and generates the new laws of 

nature through the skilled Men Power and advanced 

technology. Natural resources can be exploited in a 

certain manner in which output should be more than 

input. This sort of process leads to the change in 

the means and mode of production. 

Regarding the changing nature of discipline one 

has to trace the historical development and define 

this Branch of knowledge, which requires different 
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connotations according to various scholars. To 

Emanuel Kent 11 Geography studies the earth surface 

which is the home of man 11 • This is the initial de fi-

ni tion of discipline in ~ich no more emphasis has 

been given on the man nature relationship and this 

is due to the dominance of n.atural sciences over 

social sciences, in which the physical environmentS 

were considered as primary factor. 

The another definition by Monkhouse in which 

more emphasis has been given on a real di fferen tis-

tion. To him "Geography comprises the study of 

earth's surface in its areas differentiation ·as the 

home of man 11 • In this case bit change has be'en 

noticed due to the inbuilt spatial and temporal 

changes in discipline. f"lbr Dudley Stamp Geography 

studies about world and their habitats {Stamp, L.D., 

1966) while on the other hand Spykman emphasised on 

the possibility of man to change his environment. 

Thus these are quite different position definational 

chan gee fran the ini tiel stage of fire t half of the 
,. 

20th Century. 

According to Richard Hartshorne ( 1954) "Geo-
~ 

graphy is that discipline that s,eeks to describe 

and interpret the variable character from place /:of 

the earth as the World of Man •. He focuses on 
~ 

6 pa tial varia tiona, while Ackerman l 19 58) take 6 in to 
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account the interaction of man and his environment. 

He says "Geography is the scientific study of vast 

interacting system comprising all human'ity and ita 

natural environment on the surface of the earth". 

The lattest definition by Peter Haggett \ 1972) 

focuses on the structural interactions of the phenomenon. 

Tq him "geography is the study of structures and 
-

interactions of ecological spatial systems of the 

regions". He raised the present ecological problems 

and suggested their protections. This is due to high 

Considering al.l. these 1nterpretatiohs and expJ.a

o na tiona we nave tc trace the historical development of 

geography 1n general and geo-politics in particular. 

Geography played a significant role in different period 

and witnessed major changes over time. 

Ancient Geograpn..va This period was lasted from ·600 H.C. 

to 300 A.D., said to be the classical age_. Greek·~ and 

Roman Geographers contributed a lot in this phase. This 

was the 'Golden age of Greece 1 • Aristotle was promi

nent scholart, who fo:rmulated the model for I deal State, 

in which there are two most important ingredients such 

as (1) the size of population; (2) Nature of its 

territory. To him these factors determines ·the strength 
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or weakness of a particular state. He took up this 

problem by small size of state. Because Roman empire 

was very small during that period. 

The mere and more emphasis has been given en 

exploration, mapping and speculation. Homer and Thale 

started the first mathematical geography. Ana ximan de r 

prepared the first map of world. Herodotus established 

that Red Sea separates the Asia and Africa. Ptolemy 

prepared the map and calender of planets. To him Earth 

is static while other planets are moving around her. 

Re,garding "the man nature relationship, the dependency 

was much mere on nature. That is why Aristotle 

emphasised on the nature of its territory. According 

to him the terestrial structure of state determines its 

(unction and relation with states (Bunbury, 1679). 

I 

The second prominent scholar of this period was 

Strebe, who concentrated on two factors. To him 

without these factors state could net perfom the 

function. Therefore he strongly advocated for 

( 1) strong central government; ( 2) single ruling head 

of ~he state. He was the s ta un ch supporter c f single 

ruling head. Because it was the demand of time to 

unite the hundreds of small states. Hence he propagated 

the ideas of strong central government and single 

ruling head, who can control the various fragmented 
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states (Jones, 1955). He wrote many things about 

Agriculture and population also. Geographical inter

pretation had religious tone in this period because 

of the influence of christianity. 

Early Medieval Geographvs This period was dominated 

by Arab Geographers and lasted from 300 to 1200 A.D. 

and considered as Dark age in European history. 

Because there were no further inventions and discoveries 

in geographical knowledge. The Biblical interpretation 

and Christianity dominance remained in the main agenda. 

Arabians developed the astronomical observations due 

to the clear sky over the desert. Cartography was 

developed as separate branch by Edrisi. Mathematical 

calculations of Longitude and Latitude were computed. 

,bate Medieval Geograph¥1 This was the time between 

Dark age and modern age, said to be the period of 

Rennaissance_(1250-1700 A.D.). Distin~uished 

scholars of this period were as followss 

lbn Khalduq ( 1342-1405) s He focuses on tribes and 

cities of the Arabian desert. Identified two social 

organisations such as (i) Nomads, which is considered 

as the lower stage of social organisation. Their 

basic source of economy were agriculture and animal 
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husbandry; (ii) Ci(y dwellers, said to be the 

higher stage of social organisation and their source 

of income was Commerce and .industries. He was the 
. 

first scholar to turn his attention towards M~n and 

his environment. To him Nomads and City dwellers 

are the product of natural interaction _between man 

and his surroundings. 

Geopolitics again experienced a great revival 

in 16th Century in Europe and main contributors 

of this phase were Jean Bodin and Montesquieu • 

.d~~ogin (1530-1569)& His ideas were quite in tune 

with those of Strabo, Arijtotle and Ibn Khaldun. 

According to him national character of a state is 

determined by its climate and topography. Hence 1in 

this context he laid the foundation of a comprehensive 

theory of determinism in wh;ch the physical nature, 

i.e., temperament, talent and will power as well as 

the political system under which he governed, were 

viewed as a part of world wide system of man 

environment relationship. Gee graphical condi tiona 

were considered as primary factor. Therefore, he 

was true environmentalist in his approach. The 

basic philosophy of his approach was to preserve 

the socio-political structure of state in same 

manner at that time. 
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Montesguieu: He was distinguished scholar of 16th 

Century and proposed a global model of Geopolitics, 

in which freedom· and Democracy tend to increase 

with distance from the equator. His basis was 

his tori cal traditions of Asia and Europe. Acc'ordin g 

to him warm climate favours the growth of despotism 

and slavery while colder climate encourage the 

democracy and freedom. He pointed out that physical 

factors exerted a deep influence on man's political 

behaviour. To him there is a close relationship 

between agricultural productivity and form of 

government, i.e., the fertile plains favours the 

growth of large empire {Jones, S.B. 1955). 

That was fact finding age because during 

this period, Europeans began their colonial race 

in Asia and Africa. More and more facts were 

collected for land and sea route to establish their 

colonies all over the world. Marcopolo who exten

sively travelled from medeterrenean to the P.acific 

ocean. He stayed 24 years in China, visited Asia 

miner, Mongolia, Malysia, Sri Lanka and India. He 

wrote many things about resources, occupations and 

social customs of the people of these countries. 

Vascodagama discovered India in 1498 by·sea 

route via Cape of Good Hope. Christopher Colombus 

reached Bahama and U.S.A. in 1492. 
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Thus different period has long lasting 

effects in this discipline contributed by various 

scholars. Regarding the Arab scholars gee

strategic views, one has to bear in mind that 

they were the first who have emphasised much 

more on the environment and its impact bn man. 

There fore, they con side red physical s urro un ding 

as primary and human being as secondary factor. 

The open sky over Arabian desert played a 

very significant role in man-nature relationship. 

The contributions made by Arabs in Geopolitics 

cannot be undermined because they preserved an 

ideological heritage of Greek ~nd Roman scholars 

during the most critical period in European 

history, i.e., Dark age. 

they 

The facts and figures reveal that whether 

were Greek or Arabian scholar£ they never 
,) 

approached beyond their territorial perspective 

and that was due to their limited knowledge. New 

trend a gain witnessed in geopolitics when 

Montesquieu presented his global model of geo

politics in the 16th century. He established the 

relationship between climatic condition and 

formation of government. He did not take into 
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/ 

account the socio-political and state of economy 

levels of science and technology which deter-

mine the framework of government. 

Varenius was most prominent geographer· of 

the 17th century. The dychotomy or dualism are 

literary meanin~. Because in practical knowledge 

dualism does not arise. Since particular is also 

part of General, hence that cannot be separated, 

each other are interconnected and interrelated. 

It can be separated just for the better under-

standing or to say study for any phenomenon of a 

particular region, i.e., the climate of Thar 

desert. Then we have to take side of physical. 

geography of Rajas than. Then with in the physical 

geography we have to incline towards the climato

logy. Thus we are approaching general to 

particular and that is said to be the deductive 

method.*' But in this case we have to· adopt 

Inductive Method•t which is particular to general 

in its approach l frolov, I., 1984). 

This was the main issue of this period 

raised by Varenius. He also wrote a very good 

•• 

A process in which conclusion is drawn be fore 
collecting the data. 

Method of study in which conclusion is drawn 
after the collection of data. 
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book entitled, "Geographia beneralis" in 1650. 

Newton also accepted it as standards source book 

of geography of this period. Varenius considered 

terrestrial properties as the basic element' for 

the discipline (Crone, G.R., 1970). 

_§eo51raphy of 18th Centurys This period witnessed 

the tremendous progress in natural sciences. 

There fore, physical geography was developed at 

greater extent. Philosophical foundation of 

graphy was also laid down by Emanual Kant. 

him the primary sources of knowledge are sense 

gee

To 

organs and pure reasoning. During this period 

social s cien cies were dc:mina ted by natural 

sciences. The concept of natural selection were 

getting currency. That led to the establishment 

of European colonies in Asi;a and Africa. 

~eography of 19th Century: This is also con

sidered to be the classical period which lasted 

till 1905. German geographers played a signifi

cant role in this age. Humboldt established geo

graphy as a scientific discipline. Because for 

the first time he adopted empirical method to 
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study any phenomenon (Dickinson, 1969). He had 

the view that everything is the part of the 
' 

universe, each and every phenomenon is inter 

connected and interlinked. He is said to be 'the 
' 

father of Modern Geography. The other prominent 

German geographer, i.e., Carl Ritter. He explains 

the universe Teleologically and did not went 

beyond the Metaphysical framework. His inter-

pretations were more subjective, than 

objective. 

During this period the foundation of geo

politics was laid down by friedrich Ratzel, the 

father of h urn an geography, who propounded the 

organic state theory in .,.Oich he says that state 

requires a particular Raum and environment 

for its development. On the basis of this concept, 

Nazi practised the lebensraum propaganda during 

the war period (Crone, G.R., 1970). This period 

also witnessed the emergence of different schools 

of thought, such as environmental determinism in 

Germany, french school of possibilism, American 

or British school of new or scientific deter-

min ism. German::. giver more emphasis on environ-

m'ent while french on human. Both are extreme 

in their approach while scientific determinism 
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presents the rational interpretation • 

.§eography of 20th Centur,ya In this period 

we had J major incidents, i.e., the first World 

War, The Russian Revolution and the Second World 

War. After the second world war, geography 

experienced the major changes in its basic struc

ture. The various approaches were adopted to 

un de rs tan d the Man-Nature relation ship. Because 

of the interdependence relationship among the 

different states in the world. 

§.,ystem Approach' Proposed by the British 

geographer, Chorley, R.J. and A. Kennedy their 

p'urpose was to present an integrated model of 

any phenomenon, which can produce the inter

connected picture. There are four major compo

nents in this apporach, i.e., Morphological 

s ys tern, Cas ca ding s ys tern, Process reap onse s ys tern. 

and Control s ys tern. 

Functional Approach a Pres en ted by Richard 

Hartshor.ne in 1953. 1\ccording to him nation 

exist or survive when it performs certain 
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functions. State has mainly two functions to 

perform, i.e., internal affairs and external 

affairs and performing their fu~ tion through 

centrifugal or div.icive forces and centripetal or 

unifying factors (Hartshorne, R., 1950). 

~ell being 1\pproach: This is also said to be 

the humanist approach, propounded by David M. Smith 

( 1 9 7 7 ) a n 1\ me ric an ge o 9 raphe r wh o is ta k in g in to 

account the preble m . oriented is sues in the U .S .A. 

He holds the view that geography plays a signifi-

cant role in the decision making body. He has 

given more emphasis on three main factors, i.e., 

income, physical health and state of mind. These 

factors determine the quality of life. This 

approach came into promin<fnce in the late 70s 
f... 

( 5 m i th , D • M • 19 7 7) • 

~ew World t£Qnami£_Approach: • 
P res en t e d by 

Wallerstein in 1979. This is the latest and 

more relevant approach in geography because this· 

serious attempt on the global system or to say 

this is the holistic approach which deals with 

the global problems. He accepts the three-tier 
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system which represents at the local, regional 

and global levels. He adopts the two scales 

such as Horizontal and Vertical. Regarding the 

Horizontal scale there are core, where exploi-

ters stay, semiperiphery in which exploiters 

and exploited both live while in the case of 

periphery where only exploited exist. Consi-

dering the vertical scale in which three main 

factors are there such as reality at the global 

level which represents the world economy and 

s in gl e w o rl d mark e t • The second factor is 

Ideology which represents the notion of nation, 

state and separate the reality, from the local 

experiences. The third factor is locality in 

which people have their day to day life experiences 
' 

that has the greater affinit~ with reality, at 

the global level but Ideology separates them. 

The various nations having their own political 

system governed by certain Ideological framework 

which reflects the socio-economic set up of 

that particular country. But at present the 

economic problems are interconnected and global 

oriented which cannot be sorted out by one nation. 

This is said to be the most important approach 
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in geography in the late 1970s (Taylor, P.J. 1985). 

Thus these are the major changes in 

discipline till the end of 1980s, which have been 

shown and incorporated in various models and 

approaches formulated by distinguished scholars 

to solve the problems of the different period. 

In this context geography played a significant 

role in the social sciences to resolve the global 

oriented issues in the light of the spatial and 

tern poral change. 

Regarding the placement of geopolitics in 

geography, various scholars had the view that 

geopolitics is the study of the relationship 

between geographical factors and political 

situation. It is said to be the science dealing 

with dependence of political events upon the soil, 

that is based upon broad foundation of geography 

especially the political geography, which is the 

doctrine of political organism of space and 

their structure. 

This is also to be said that geopolitics 

is the study of relationship between the 

natural attributes of geography and politics 
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{ Weigart, H. and others, 1957). General Hn.ushofer 

de fines geopolitics as 11 the scie nee of earth 

rela ti onsh ip to political developments 11 
( Hesk e, H. 

1987). Patrick, O. Sullivan (-1986) says 

"Geopolitics is the study of geography of the 

relations between wielders of power, be they rules 

of nation or of transnational bodies". Therefore, 

it refers to geographic factors that lie behind 

the political designs or to say physical location 

influences the strategy of the particular state. 

Robert Walter has view that "Geopolitics is 

a tool for the de termination of a real is tic 

pol icy for a country or coalition. It is the 

starting point of policy. The first premise 

thinking on policy should begin with fundamental 

principles and these are statements of geopolitical 

factors". While on the other hand Ladis Kristof 

holds the opinion that "Geopolitics does not 

look at the map to find out what nature compels 

us to do but what nature advises us to do given 

our pre fe re n c e s " ( K r is to f, L • 19 60) • 

Isaiah Bowman says "Geopolitics is simple 

and sure but as disclosed in german writing .and 

policy. It is also illusion mu'rnarens an apology 
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for the ft. Scienti fie geography deepens the 

understanding" (Bo~~~T~an, I. 1942). Other 

s chole. rs he d the view that geopolitics studies 

space from the view point of the state, while 

political geography studies the state from· the 

view point of space. Thus as we have seen that 

definitions of geopolitics changes over time as 

geography witnessed the tremendous changes. 

Considering all these things one cannot ignore 

the historical past of geopolitics. The 

strategy of state played. a significant role in 

different periods. The decision making body of 

an ancient period was more complex than the 

medieval period. The role of the people in 

these activities got increased with the span 

of time. The geopolitics mainly got currency 

during the first world war. While in the 1930s, 

non German scholars in terms of general and 

American in particular reacte~ strongly against 

the Nazi doctrine. The reaction went so far as 

to cast a shadow on the political geography 

in the U.S.A. to discredit nearly all dis-

cussions of the international significance of 

geographic factor. A counter trend set in the 
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u.s.A. after her entry into the world war II. 

Gradually it has become accepta-ble again to 

investigate and teach about the geographic and 

other environmental foundatations of interna

tional relations in terms of power. 

In the period of 1950s, the term geopolitics 

itself regained some currency. But 1960s, had 

largely shed its identification with realism, 

international aggression since then the term 

generally has been used in reference to theories 

and interpretation of international politics in 

which geographic factors are involved to explain 

or to predict the power and the policies of big 

s ta tee. The french geographer labelled geopolitics 

as a national enterprise of propaganda and 

teaching military exercise is the part of geo

politics in practice. Taking into account the 

dubious past many scholars hesitate to comment 

on it, and they feel that "geopolitics dies with 

Haushofer and Mackinder" (Walter, R.C. 1975). 

But it is not like this. Nobody can deny that 

Hitler and h1s party ha\#egiven more emphasis on 

Raum, which means a particu.Lar area, they link 

this lebensraum with Ratzel 1 s organic state 
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theory, in which they said state as an organism 

requires cert.din area to grow. 

General Hausncfer also wrote a bock in 1938 

entitled, ''Living Space in the Battle of Culture". 

After publishing this booK Nazis propagated the 

slogan that Germ.ans should get more lebensraum. 

To them lebensraum simply means the area where 

Germans can stay. The other people can also stay 

there but under the dominance of German culture. 

Even Germans are in minority but considering the 

racial and cultural superiority nordics suppose 

to subjugate majority of the other races. Thus 

these are the basic nature of geopolitics which 

has been changed over time and contributed by the 

various scholars of different countries. Their 

basic geostrategic concepts were as under. The 

remaining scholars would be discussed in other 

chapters. 

tta jor Alexander De Severskya( 1894-1974): He was 

the first person to advocate a geopolitical 

view of the world based on air power. He · 

served in Russian navy during first world war. 
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Published two books, i.e., (i) Victory Through Air 

Power { 1942); (ii) Air Power Key to Survive 1950. 

To him land and sea power had been subordinated to 

air power. So he argued for the development· of 

massive air superiority. 

iJ.A.M, Donald: He modified the Heartland Aimland 
LiO.,. 

concept1 1956. His approach is modern to traditional. 

To him there is more variety and flexibility within 

the Aimlan d that what sk yman propose d. During this 

period Domino theory also came into prominence in 

Vietnam war in 1960s. The assumption was that 

th e U • 5 .A • h a d to f i gh t and win Vi e tn am i f 5 o u th 

Vietnam went communist. 

~avid, J.M. Hoosona Modified the he~rtland rimland 

concept in 1964. He says that as the rate of 

population. growth, urbanisation, location of acces

sible resources, specialization in agriculture 

and industries, the ethnic factors and historical 

association pl~ys a significant role in this 

concept. The heartland core is around the Moscow 

an d Bl a ck S e a • 
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b_in Piaos Presented a world revolution theory 

in 1965. He was defence minister of China. He 

says thet the world is similar to city and the 

surroundings countryside. The rich industrialised 

Western countries re'presents the city \J"lile poor 

Third World countries represents the 

tryside • 

.E,atrick, 0' Sullivan: The latest book on geo

politics brought out by him entitled, Geopi:llitics 

itself, in which he has given more emphasis on co-

ordinations of the conflict. Territory and 

distance. According to him, "the crux of interne-

tional politics is war and main reason for going 

to war has to command more territory and that 

remains the prime source of conflict, war provides 

the negative image of affairs among the people 

of a particular placest(Sullivan, P.O. 1986). 

Thus all these above mentioned scholars 

contributed a lot in the field of geopolitics. 

Therefore on the basis of available literature 

and interpretations of various geographers we can 

trace the different trends in the discipline. 

The initial stage of Ratzel's organic state theory 
- --·---~~----..,_ 
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to world economic approach we have noticed that 

there are so many ups and downs in this branch 

of knowledge. One thing is very clear that 

every scholar has given more emphasis on the 

superiority of state. Ratzel and Kjellen 

propagated the idea of territorial expansion while 

on the other hand scholars, i.e., Major De Seversky 

hold$the. view of air power supremacy. The other 

geographer such as w.M. Donald gives the more 

on Ideological fight for the hegemony 

over the !Mlrld. Therefore, considering all these 

concepts we can establish that geopolitics is a 

very dynamic discipline, which played a very 

significant role in the different periods and 

dominated by certain concepts which has been 

brought out by the prominent scholars of 

di ffe rent phase. Mackin der and his heartland 

concept w_ere getting currency before the World 

War first. While in the case of the Second World 

War, General Haushofer and Hitler's propaganda 

was dominated till the 1945. Their main emphasis 

was on territorial expansion at any cost. 

Whether on the name of racial superiority or 

lebensraum whatever it is. 
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At last we can also establish that the 

conflict for hegemony remains the core area 

of geopolitics whether it is for territorial 

expansion or ideological influence. It may be 

in different forms in the different periods but 

things remain the same. The conflict between 

the haves and havenots will continue in future 

also for territory, technology, ideological 

influence and hegemony over the world affairs. 

This will take different shape in proceeding 

period (Mattern, T. 1942). 

The geopolitics has major role in the 

social sciences. The basic concepts m~y have 

been distorted by some scholars for their vested, 

personal and national interest but it plays 

significant role in the state's affair, regionel 

policy, resources and technology distribution. 

The present time is of competition but not 

struggle, while cooperative competition in which 

every small state should be protected. Because 

we are more inter-connected and interlinked to 

each other that a single state cannot perform 

her function without the cooperation of 

n e i g h b o uri n g s ta t e • 
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The Ra tzel 1 s organic state theory and 

Mackinder' s Heartland concepts or Rimland hypo

thesis of Spykman' s are probably no more 

applicable, in present situation. Today what 

we need is the new world economic approach. 

Because that is said to be the very rational 

interpretation of the present global oriented 

econc:mic problems of the world. 
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C H A P T E R - II 

GEOPOLITICS AND. ITS INTER-IUSCi.E,LINARY LINK&,g_ 

The social sciences leave enough scope for 

an interdisciplinary approach to the study of any 

phenomenon. The interdependency between two objects 

depends upon the mutual interaction and influence 

of the surrounding environment. Each and every 

Phenomenon of the ~rld, are directly or indirectly 

interrelated. This kind of interactional varia

tions has temporal relationship. 

Regarding the interdisciplinary relationship 

of geopolitics with other sisterly subjects such as 

philosophy, psychology, economics, history, socio

logy, demography and political science can be viewed 

in the context of changing man nature relationship. 

Geopolitics has its origin in the social sciences, 

therefore, it has comparatively less affinity with 

the natural sciences. During the 18th century and 

first half of 19th century, the1·a was tremendous 

development in the natural sciences it presents the 

systematic knowledge of the nature, which is 

verified by the practical experiences of the parti

culC:Sr period. An experience is the application 

of various laws of the social sciences as well as 
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natural sciences. The laws of the natural sciences 

are universally accepted while in the case of 

social sciences laws are conditional, cannot be 

accepted universally because of the social ~omplexi

ties. The important feature of natural sciences is 

the continuity of scientific knowledge. The new 

generation forms new laws on the basis of previous 

one. They do not discard the past experiences. 

While in the case of the social sciences, new for

mation of society requires new set of laws and 

e xpe rien ces. The past experiences also can be taken 

into account but not to the same extent as in the 

case of natural sciences. 

Considering the relationship between the 

disciplines of social sciences, the basic nature 

of their subjects can be found in all the sisterly 

disciplines. Philosophy is the oldest science 

which seeks to deal with the subjective and objec

tive analysis of any phenomenon. In the case of 

subjective study, the object is perceived as it is 

while in the case of objective study the matter 

is taken as primary factor. Therefore, on the 

basis of these two approaches study can be done in 

philosophy. 
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There are two methods through which philoso

phical analysis can be conducted, i.e., "Meta

physics which deals with subjective reality, while 

Epistemology deals with the objective reality of 

any phenomenon of a particular place 11 (Mannheim, K. 

1 9 40) • 

Thus these are the basic components of 

philosophy, while on the other hand Marxist focuses 

much more emphasis on controversy over the matter 

and consciousness, in fact both are interdependent 

on each other that cannot be separated. Therefore, 

the question of primary or .secondary does not arise 

at all. Regarding the relationship between the 

geopolitics and philosophy, one can establish that 

the subjective and objective image of any object 

has its major role in the human society. The 

basic philosophy is that, whateve:r is happer•ning 

i~ our day to day life has its objective reality, 

but some people perceive it as governed by the 

social laws, while others take it as governed by 

the supernatural powers. In this context, comes 

the basic philosophy of geopolitics in which, a 

certain section of society protects the established 

socio-political set up at a particular region. 

They project the world as a subjective state of 
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affairs, while on the other hand scholars project 

this world as the objective affairs. In this way 

geopolitics is indirectly .related to the philosophy 

and has its greater impact on the state's internal 

as well as external affairs. 

The psychology is the science which deals 

with the behavioural patterns and this is also 

indirectly related to every phenomenon. Hence 

geopolitics is not an exception in this case. 

The psychology di ffe ren.tia tea between the two 

states on the basis of its geostrategic behaviour. 

Their behaviour with each other and all these 

things are also determined by so many other 

facture also. Time and space are most important 

factors to determine the diplomatic relationship 

be tween various states. The same state can be, a 

friend and foe in the different period of time, 

i.e., in the case of Russia she was alan g with 

axis power 1 at the initial stage during the 

Second World War, but later on she shifted to the 

Holy alliances. 2 United States of America and 

------
1. TI-e Germany, Italy and Japan called the Berlin, 

Tokyo, Rome axis power during the World War II. 

2. The camp of france, Britain, U.s .A. and USSR 
named as Holy alliance. 
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Soviet Union were the fast friends during the 

1940s, but today the rivalry is on between them 

for world he gem on y. 

There are so many factors which has to be 

seen, among them the fear of winning or losing the 

war is most important. So oA the basis of all 

these assumptions one can project that the psycho

logy plays a very significant role in the behaviour 

of a particular state, with another state. The 

state has its two way behaviour, one is the 

internal and another one is external behaviour. 

Regarding the internal behaviour the ruling elite 

of a particular state are supposed to understand 

the basic psychology of their society. The various 

ethnic, linguistic and cultural groups which form 

the different segments of so~iety. 

The ruling elites consider their interest as 

primary and formulate the pol'icies of state in such 

a way that projects the national image before 

the every section of society. But the politically 

dominating section of society exploitee the 

situation till people realise it. In this way 

"the internal behaviour of a particular state 

frames the external geostrategic behaviour among 
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the world hierarchy" (Ginsberg, M. 1921) • 

The sisterly relationship between geopolitics 

and history can be viewed in this way that, the 

philosophy of history is to conduct the series of 

inquiries of the previous events and analyse it 

rationally as much as possible. Therefore, the 

writing of history is not so easy as Aristotle 

pointed out that ~ "History is less philosophical 

and serious than - poetry. History is conceJ;ned 

with particular truth while poetry with general" 

{ Carr, E • H • 19 8 7) • 

The Marxists philosophers held the view that 

history is always created by the working class or 

to say it is the result of the class struggle. 

The constant confrontation between the two opposite 

classes creates the new kind of history and changes 

society in due course of time. The history gives 

more emphasis on time while geography on the space, 

therefore, geopolitics deals with the horizontal 

analysis of the state's affairs. While history 

seeks to study the vertical analysis of a parti

cular state• s affair. The history is only 

discipline in social science which has its equal 

affinity with natural sciences as well as social 
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sciences. Because the historical facts are 

equally important to deal with the flora and 

fauna. 

The historical past has its major role in 

the study of social groups, an institution or 

individual of a particular period, i.e., if we 

want to trace the historical background of the 

geopolitics of Nazi regime or the basic ideas of 

Ratzel and General Haushofer then one has t6 take 

the help from history. Hence the objective study· 

can be conducted for the different period of time 

past and o.n the basis of previous facts and figures 

one can collect the basic infolmation about the 

Nazi politics and similarly General Haushofer or 

Hitler and their role during the war period. Thus 

the interdisciplinary relationship between the 

geopolitics and history cannot be ignored at any 
' 

cost ( Debabrata, S. 1975). 

The sociology is the science which deals 

with the study of social structure. It consti-

tutes an individual, group or institution. The 

primary concern of sociology is to understand the 

functioning of various components of society. The 

various components can be the social groups or 
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social institutions. Sociology also attempts to 

understand the role of their groups or institution~ 

in the normal functioning of the social system and 

retain the order and stability in the society. At 

the more fundamental level sociology would deal 

with an individual's personality as it is constituted 

in a social system. The other field of sociology 

is the study of conflict, change and revolution and 

its impact on the social order. The facts reveal 

that the primary aim of sociology is to understand 

the basic nature and structure of society. The 

structure of any society is determined by the 

various other factors such as the socio-political 

and economic set up of a particular state. In 

this way the relationship between sociology and 

geopolitics can be viewed (Bottomdre~ T.B. 1971). 

The social institutions, groups and an 

individual ~lay a major role in society, directly 

or sometimes indirectly. The prominent individuals 

from a particular state play a significant 

role in the framing of geostrategic policy of that 

particular state with other neighbouring states. 

The basic geopolitical ideas of General Haushofer 

and his institution, during the world war second 
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pl a ye d a m a j or role in the pas t his tory o f 

geopolitics. Considering them as an individual 

and social institution which are the main compo

nents of sociology. They generated the new aware

ness among the people in a certai~ period, i.e., 

General Haushofer and his associates prepagated 

the lebenpraum ideas. Hence their contribution 

in German geopolitics and society cannot be· 

dis carded. 

The other primary factors which sociology 

seeks to attempt seriously are the confrontation 

and $=hange, it has its massive effects on the 

social order. The change and conflict are the main 

components of geopolitics also, because both these 

factors share a greater affinity with the state's 

affair. The conflict between two states leads to 

the change in their geostrategic position. Thus 

geopolitics and sociology are interlinked to each 

other and provides the reasonable scope for inter

disciplinary approach to the study of any pheno

menon of a specific state. Therefore, it is 

indirectly related to geopolitics. 

Demography has quite close l'elationship with 

geopolitics, because the size, quality and pressure 
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of population of a particular state determine 

the state's internal as well as external relation

ship with the other surrounding states. The 

density of population indicates the real extent of 

the pressure of population, on. the resources of a 

certain region. The size of population also plays 

very significant role in geopolitics as well as in 

demography. The advanced countries are having 

small size population with the, higher standard of 

living. While on the other hand, developing 

countries having large size population with the low 

standard of living. 

The quality of population· has its primary 

role in different sectoral activities such as the 

more skilled man power are found in tertiary 

activities follo~d by an industrial sector and 

then agriculture. Geopolitically speaking .the 

pressure of population led to• the colonial race 

among the European countries during the 18th 

century. Re ga rdin g the racial quality of popula

tion, Hitler's notion of Nordic racial superiority 

and so_ called lebensraum propaganda of Nazi regime 

in Germany led to the conflict during the second 

world war. This kind of phenomenon created a fear 
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among the various communities of Europe in parti

cular and rest of the world in general. 

The foregoing observation. reveals that the 

most populous nations are geostrategically more 

powerful than the others •. Like China, India, Russia 

and tha U.s .A. they are leading countries in the 

world. On the other side these countries are 

politically dominated in their respective spheres. 

Regarding the present population pressure, which is 

said to be the concern.,frdall states. Because 

each and every nation is formally independent but, 

in practice it is much more dependent on each other. 

A single state cannot perform her function .smoothly. 

Thus in this context the sisterly relationship 

between geopolitics and demography can be viewed. 

The geographical factors, i.e., climate, terrain 

and cultural landscape. has its greater affinity 

with the states population, its size, density and 

sex ratio all these factors plays a significant 

role in the state's internal affairs. The higher 

density of population generally found in the fertile 

region. While tha desert or in rugged topography 

has the scattered population. 
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The transportation and communication network 

haWe a correlationship with the landscape and 

these factors determine~: the economic and commercial 

activities in the state's inte.rnal affairs. Thus 

the relation ship be tween demography and gecpcli tics 

project the real strength cf the state cf a specific 

region. These demo graphic factors also has 

tremendous impact en the state's social and economic 

structure as well as en the political set up of a 

particular state. 

E.conomics deals with the utilisation of 

scarce resources tc satisfy the demand of the 

various sections cf society. The resources are not 

abundant to satisfy all the demands of every 

individuals. Hence there is.need to exploit the 

scarce resources in such a way so as to maximise 

the satisfaction of all indi'viduals. Therefore, 

here comes the scope of economics which attempts 

to find out the pattern through that the limited 

resources can be utilised in a rational manner to 

satisfy the maximum population of a partiOJJlar 

state. It further studies the nature of demand 

and supply as well as price behaviour and distribu

tion of income in the different sections of society. 
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Political economics is the only discipline in 

social sciences which has the greater impact on 

eociety. Its effect varies from section to 

section in the social structure. The economic 

policies of state reflect! in its every social 

norms, taboos, rituals, customs, and low and order. 

The greater discrimination among the citizens leads 

to the conflict, change and revolutions, thus 

through these means of change in society the new 

economic order comes into existence, this process 

goin~ on and has its basic roots in the state's 

affair. 

The shaping of the geostrategic relationship 

between two different countries, the economics 

plays a major role. The economy of Third ,World 

countries determine the relationship within the 

developing countries at the one level and with the 

developed nations at the second level. Thus the 

economic condition of two different states frame 

the basic strategic policies over the each other, 

and that is the real parameter of diplomatic 

relationship. This is generally observed that the 

count-ries those who have the. Sa.l"Me economic set 

up in their respective position, are more close 
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than canpared to the others, i.e., all advanced 

countries are more close in the:Lr own club. While 

on the other side, the developing countries having 

the almost same economic status. feel more close 
' 

to each other in their camp. 

The in te rna ti anal organisations such as 

common wealth, non alignment and south-south co-

operation are the reflection of the same state 

of economy of the developing countries. While on 

the other hand the super power rivalry is the real 

conflict ~or the hegemony over the world economics. 

Thus the economics plays a major role in geo-

strategic relationship among the various states 

and determine the political st~tus in the world 

hierarchy. Geopolitically speaking the economics 

has its gJ:"eater impact in the case of resources and 

income distribution among the different nations at 

the global level and in the various segments of 

society at the local level. In this context 

conflict arises for the distribution of scarce 

resources. Therefore, the interdisciplinary 

relationship between the geopolitics and economics 

cannot be undermined at any stage. 
' 
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The political study is the study of the 

government of the state. Basically it is concerned 

with the political structure of a particular 

state, which has certain territc>rial expansions and 

c 0 nstitute the various ethnic, cultural end linguis-

tic groups within that specific region. This is 

one of the oldest branch of knowleoge. Ar:ls to tle 

called it as "the master of sciencett. The poli ti-

cal science played a different role in the 

society at various stages, i.e., in the case of 

Tribal Society in which the notion of state was 

a round to burgeon. The territory for hunting was 

demarcated on the basis of physical appearance. 

Those who were physically more strong could avail 

the much more hegemony over th~ weaker ones. At 

later stage the notion of protection of the weakers 

from the stronger came into being. That group 

urged their master to protect them from the outer 

intervention. In this context the notion o·f state 
I 

laid down and certain people came into prominence 

as the dominating group. 

Regarding the second stage, of society, i.e., 

feudal state. There were two separate classes in 

the society, they were the masters and slaves •. The 
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feudals were the owner of means and mode of pro-

duction while the slaves were just a serf. This 

process lasted till the industrial revolution • . 
The new technological innovation-owere made in the 

various sectors in general and secondary sector 

in particular. "The new sort of means and mode of 

production led to the new formation of society in 

which the tremendous increase has been witnessed 

in the case of middle class" (Bottomore, T.B. 1964). 

The elites of any state plays main role in the 

state's internal and external policies. The 

elites are of two types, i.e., the lion and fox. 

The lion elite take poWer forcefully while foxes 

are very cunning, therefore they will observe the 

political turmoil silently and get involved in the 

state's affair. Thus the different sections of 

society has its various role in the political 

affair of a particular region •. 

' 
The same political set up in the various 

countries promote the certain types of affinity 

with these statesp like all the communist countries 

enjoy close friendship. On the other hand 

Demo c ra tic states ha\6e s true tural res em bl an ce with 

each other in their own club. ·The form of govern

ment also in dice tes the overall development of that 
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particular state. The monarchy, military govern

ment and Democracy are the main parameters of the 

political development which show· the maturity of 

masses of their respective states. Therefo.re, the 

political structure of any state is the manifesta

tion of its economy and socio-political frame

work. The interlinkages between the geopolitics 

and political science cannot be separated at any 

cost of all levels. The political science leaves 

enough scope of influence on the geostrategic 

policies of the state. 

The scope and relevance of the interdisc~pli

nary approach in the present situation projects the 

image of social sciences in- a new foJ:m in which 

every issue has been taken up in the different way 

by the various sisterly disciplines to sort out 

the main problems. Whether it is the conflict for 

world hegemony among the super powers or the 

dis tri buti on of resources and transfer of te chn ol o gy 

among the developed and developing countries. The 

issue of colonial rule or arm race remained in the 

main agenda of the social s'ciences. The same 

issue has been taken in the different outlook by 

the various subjects at the different stages of 

society { Rostow, W. w. 1978). 
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Ccnsiderinij the inte~ccnnected relationship 

between each and every sisterly subjects the man 

remained the central point of all the disciplines 

at the various phases of time in the past and 

present, and at the different stages of social 

development. The man's overall activity in the 

tribal society, feudal or in capitalist society has 

been traced. The all disciplines has its tremen

dous impact on the man's day to day life activity. 

The more interdependency of every discipline in the 

modern age led to the greater affinity over each 

other and massive progress in the social sciences 

to sort out the problems with the help of their 

own approach. "The interdependency got increased 

in the present situation because of the advanced 

technology which minimised the gap between the two 

states of the different shores of the world". 

( H ol s ti, K • J • 19 8 1) • 

Geographically speaking the world has more 

than 150 states, but economically and practically 

they are so close to each other that a single 

state cannot perform their internal as well as 

external function without the cooperation of 

neighbouring state. Since the every individual 
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of the different state suffers from the same 

rna te rial miseries which has its sol uti on at the 

global level, but various political set ups 

separate them fran the real solutions. Thus 

these problems are common to every state but its 

socio-political and economic structure prevent 

them to thrash out the issues. Therefore, each 

and every discipline of social science are playing 

a very significant ~ole in the society to generate 

the new laws for the further progress in a co

operative way in which the disparity can be 

minimised, among the various states of the world. 

Taking into account the disparity which is 

created at the two levels in society, one is by 

nature itself and second by human being, i.e., the 

fertile plains of the Nile, Gang~tic and Mississippi 

rivers cannot be kept with the pace of Sahara desert 

and. Tundra region. This is the disparity created 

by nature, but man can utilise the scarce resources 

of its respective regions in such a manner that 

can prevent the further disparity. Therefore, 

whether it is matter of distribution of resources 

or the transfer of te chn ol ogy at the global level 

or local level the man nature relationship plays a 
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major role in this regard, and the man nature 

relationship always determined by the levels of 

technology in the different periods of time as 

well as this relationship has the spatial varia

tion in its characteristics (J.Jckson, 1962). 

The effects of new technology can be noticed 

in the every branch of knowledge. The intensity 

and extent of this impact ale o varies from one 

discipline to another discipline. Therefore it 

is very necessary to impart the interdisciplinary 

approach which can project the image of over all 

development of the social sciences as well as 

natural sciences. 

In summary one can reveal~ the facts that 

the geostrategic status of a nation in the world 

hierarchy determined by all the factors wh~ch 

c orne s from every discipline and generates the 

mutual relationship between tnem, and shares 

greater affinity over each other. In this context 

one can establish the fact that if all the 

disciplines of social sciences are interconnected 

and interrelated, then the geopolitics is not an 

exception. It also shares all impacts and provides 

the interdisciplinary understanding to sort out 
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problems which concerned to the social sciences. 

Regarding methods and techniques used in the 

different disciplines of the social sciences, one 

can conclude that the historical analytical method 

is in wider use. The significance of this method 

varies from subject to subject. It is extensively 

being used in philosophy, history, sociology, 

political science, geography and economics. 

Considering the application of this method 

in the case· of philosophy and history one has to 

trace the past experiences and their major events 

through which conclusion can be drawn in present 

situation in the light of the past. The temporal 

variation is prime factor in history while geography 

considers spatial variation as prime factor. There 

are certain statistical techniques in geography as 

well as in sociology despite that historical 

analytical method is relatively much more applicable. 

llecause in the case of the evolution of society or 

a particular land mass, one has to take into 

account the past history of that phenomenon.· 

In the case of philosophy and political 

science the historical analytical method helps to 

trace the forgoing development of these fields. 
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While in the case of economics the same method is 

being used at two different levels, e.g., macro 

and micro to bring out the real feature of parti

culdr phenomenon by putting the same into practice. 

Thus the historical analytical method is 

said to be the prime technique in the social 

sciences to study any phenomenon in the present 

situation. The same method is being used by 

various disciplines according th their priorities 

and own way of dealing the problems. But the 

relevance is almost same in the entire social 

sciences. 
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C H A P T E R - III 

CONTRIBUTION Of GERfvlAN SCHOLARS 

Geopolitics was predominantly a German 

science till the Second World War, because they 

were the pioneers who developed it as a separate 

branch -k'~~political geography and most of geo

political literature was German based. Therefore, 

the contribution of German scholars cannot be 

discarded. Its usage has been· blamed for misuse 

during the Nazi period. 

There were many reasons such as, the popula-

tion pressure, the space was same while population 

was subsequently increasing. Hence they had come 

up with many new options. The supremacy for 

colonies was going en and Germans thought that very 

little had been left fer them. The most important 

reason was the humiliating treaty of Versailles. 

All these factors led to the German intellectuals 

and military leaders to think about their lose and 

defeat in the first world war. 

The Germans thought that their defeat in the 

first world war was due to the strategic lapses. 

In this context they took geopolitics as the 

problem solving capsules and propagated the 
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l~bensraum ideas. This furthermore led to the 

creation of geopolitical school in Germany. The 

most important phenomenon in the German history 

was treaty of Versailles. Because she was forced 

to sign the treaty on 28th June 1919 with the 

allies. The most hu_miliating fa'ct was that when 

the final draft of the treaty was ready, she was 

asked to send her delegates. The delegates were 

not allowed to communicate with anybody. 

The allies made the provision that ·Germany 

alone was responsible for the war. Therefore, she 

had to give Alsacelorraine region to france. The 

.Donzing city was taken away from her. Saar Valley 

was put under the league of Nations, for 15 years. 

German General staff was abolished. Total strength 

of -army was fixed at one lakh. She was allowed to 

have only six battle ships, six light cruisers and 

tweleve destroyers and twelve torpedo boats. 

They were required to pay about 500 million dollars. 

The river Rhine was put under· the control of an 

international commission. The allied troops 

deployed at the German soils did not behave 

courteously towards her subjects. Thus this sort 

of step-motherly treatment of Germany after the 
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first World War led her masses to demand for a 

revision of the treaty. But there was no possi-

bility to do so on account of the opposition by 

france (Crone, G. R. ·1948) • 

Thus these were the main circumstances in 

which Nazi party began to gain ground ir Germany. 

They created the institution for Geopolitics and 

General Haushofer W3S appointed as Chairman. 

This institution got the massive support from all 

geographers of that period. The basic concepts 

were as follows mainly of the Ratzel and Haushofer. 

B~!...t.._L. { 1544-1904)' He was concerned about 

the increasing population and limited territory. 

According to him "The decay of every state is the 

result of a declining space conception" (Ratzel, 

quoted in Gyargy, A., P• 152). He is considered 

as the father of Political Geography. formulated 

the organic eta te theory in which he established 

that State 1 S behaViour is sinlilar to the living 

organism. On the basis of thi~ concept he formu-

lated seven laws of state's growth, i.e., 

1. The space of states having the same culture 
grows with the expansion of the population 1 

According to this law the territorial expansion 
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is the result of population pressure. But in the 

present situation this law is not applicable. 

Because if the states having the same culture grows 

with the expansion of their population then China 

and India should acquire much more territory than 

they had in the past. Because population in both 

these countries are very high while the spatial 

expansion remains the same. 

This law carried weight during the na tiona list 

movement and colonial race among the European 

countries. In the modern age the spatial expansion 

is not the s elution of population pressure. But 

one can sort out this problem by the advanced 

technological innovations in each and every pheno

menon of the day to day life. 

Regarding the cultural homogenity of a 

particular region, and how that promote the terri

torial expansion, the general trend has been noticed 

that, during the colonies, Britishers, flourished 

their culture all over their colonies, i.e., food 

habits, dressing, living style and most ·important 

-was English language. These were the main components 

of British culture that spreaded in such a manner 

that the certain section of society in every colony 
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became the blind British supporters to subjugate 

t h e i r o wn b r o th e rs • This kind of colonial hang 

over is still existing in the entire developing 

nations. Thus the population pressure and culture 

had its greater impact on the territorial growth 

and it has even in present situation but the inten-

s i t y is m u ch 1 e s s than wh a t it p ro j e c te d in the 

previous time. 

2. Territorial growth follows other aspects of 
de vel opm!:.!!i: 

This law played a very significant role in 

the overall development of society in the different 

periods. But in the case of modern era, there 

were certain similarities in advanced technological 

development and social si tua tiona. Because through 

these innovations the gap between various states of 

the world was minimised. The missionaries and mass 

communication played a major role in the develop-

men t. This kind of process led to the political 

advancement and unification. In the present 

context, terri to rial growth does not mean the 

spatial expansion, but simply apply for the sphere 

of influences. 
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3. State grows by absorbing the smaller units: 

The basic notion of this law is the capturing 

of small s.tates by the bigger one. The main charac-

teristics of states has always remained in the same 

process, without absorbing the small units spatial 

expansion of bigger state is impossible. But 

question arises that, is it reasonable in present 

condition, of course not. Because· every stC[te, 

whether it is small or big in size or in the case 

of sphere of influences, has freedom to perform 

. their function in the independent world. The 

smaller units have to be protected not to be absorbed 

at any cost, i.e., in the case of all small states 

,, of Indian subcontinent. Nepal, Bhutan, Naldives, 

Sri Lanka each of 111hom, India protects always from 

the outer inte.rruption as well as from the internal 

rebels such as in the recent case of Sri Lanka and 

Maldives witnessed this kind of political turmoils. 

But India cannot take over or absorb them, at any 

stage. 

4. The frontiers are the peripheral organs of 
the state that reflects the strength and 
gro\>)th of the state. So it is not perma
o~n t; 
~~~------------------------

The frontiers of the state are not static 
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because the other indices of growth, i.e., political, 
(L. 

cultural, and economic phenomen~ are also not per-

manent, and these factors also play a major role 

in the change of frontiers. The political structure 

of. a particular state changes over time due to so 

many other factors such as economy, culture and 

coli flict. This leaves a massive impact on the 

relationship between the two different states. 

The frontiers reflects the strength and growth 

o f the s ta te • This is considered to be quite 

rational point but whether it is a peripheral 

organ or not, arises the question. Because what 

we have experienced in our case that, during the 

British period, the periphery was much more developed 

than the core, i.e., Calcutta, Madras and Born bay 

all these ports were developed~ much more as compared 

to the rest of India. Therefore, taking into 

account this case, one can establish the notion 

about the core and periphery that, these are not 

s ta tic. They changes according to the geostrategic 

policies of the state. Hence the spatial and. 

temp oral changes can be witnessed in this pheno

menon also. These are not permanent and its 

strength are the real reflection of state's stra-

tegic status among the other states. 
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5. State in the course of their growth seeks 
to absorb politicall_~ valuable territorx: 

The historical facts reveal·· that, all the 

states try their best to overtake the geophysically 

·important area, i.e., rich and fertile territories 

. such as the Kashmir Valley which created the 

conflict between India and Pakistan.. Regarding 

the strategically important location, the struggle 

for the stronghold over the Indian Ocean, South 

Pacific and Afghanistan are going on between two 

super powers. Whether it is the Vietnam or Libya, 

the basic aim of respective euper power is to 

establish their hegemony by all means. Thus this 

law has quite reasonable scope in the present 

situation also. That cannot be undermined at any 

level. But in the present political scenario the 

ideological influence is more reasonable than the 

territorial expansion. 

6. The impetus for growth comes to a p rimi ti ve 
state from a more highly developed civiliza
tion: 
~~~---------------------------------------

The history of modern .civilization has proved 

the application of this law that, the small states 

always had the tendency to look towards the highly 
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developed states. The advanced states always 

considered as the reference point for the smaller 

one. Therefore, their source of aspiration is 

highly developed civilization which is attained by 

unidirectional change-* in which the less 

developed states follow. the path of bit advanced 

ones. 

This kind of process keeps on going until the 

peripheral states do not attain a certain l.evel. 

The some scholars held the view that, highly 

de vel oped ci vili za tiona make the progress at the 

cost of other, under developed states. They exploit 

the situation in such a manner that creates the 

further disparity between the two different states. 

Considering the main feature of disparity, one can 

distinguish that it has been created by nature 

upto certain extent while furth,er gap has been 

maximised by human being. 

7. The trend towards terri to rial growth is 
contagious and increases in the process 
of transmission 1 
----~--~~~~~-------------~---------------

The tendency of a state 'whether she is small _________ ..... ________ _ 

* The precess of development in which the s ta tea, 
lower in hierarchy tends to attain the higher 
level. 
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or big remains the same to becane bigger one. When 

the smaller state attained the equal status in terms 

of territory with the bigger one, then the bigger one 

start to struggle for becoming mare bigger. Hence 

this trend has been witnessed as a contagious or 

to say long lasting process. It can be in various 

forms in the different periods. 

This kind of tendency got currency during the 

colonial period in which every country involved in 

that race. They wanted to establish more and 

more colonies all over the world. france, Britain 

and Portugal were among the biggest empires while 

other European countries acquired the smaller one. 
Re 
~garding the present political scenario this 

process is still going on be tween the advanced 

countries and developing nations, but in different 

forms. The most important riva'ls are two super 

powers. They want to establish their hegemony 

all over the world. Thus this law also leaves 

enough scope in present circumstances. 

Thus these are the main seven laws of Ra tzel 

which he had formulated in the organic state theory. 

The basic notion of these laws has been distorted 

upto certain extent by same scholars but his 

geostrategic ideas played an important role during 
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a 1 ot in the case of colonial race, nationalist 

movement. But some of his ideas are still in use in 

present political situation. While most of 'them 

became ou"tdated because of simply two reasons, e.g., 

( i) increasing interdependency among the world 

states; (ii) National market replaced by single 

world economic market. Therefore, considering 

these factors one can analyse the present world 

affair that single state cannot pe rfo.tm her 

function without the co-operation of neighbouring 
cU. 

c oun tries • The regional organisations s uchA.SAA RC, 

/-\SEAN and E.E.c. are the repliC:a of this phenomenon. 

Therefore, whatever he fo.tmulated in his 

theory was much more relevant in that period and 

lesslapplicable in the modern age, but carinot be 

discarded absolutely. So the rational interprets-

tion would be to analyse his_ theory in the light of 

past and present trends in the geopolitics. At lest 

one can conclude that his approach to understand 

the basic framework of state, got the tremendous 

support during the Nazi regime in Germany which 

reflected in the Hitler's notion of racial superio-

rity and General Haushofer's lebensraum, and all 
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~ccording to him the pacific would have bee~ the 

ocean of the future and furthermore elaborated 

that land po\'£r had the advantage over the see 

power. He held the view that states. of a small 

size cannot make the history over the earth. 

Therefore, considering all these things, one has to 

recognise him as a major ccntributor in this field 

as Dickinson pointed out that "He was the greatest 

contributor to the development of the political 

geography. Unfortunately his views have been 

distorted by his countrymen and misinterpreted in 

other countries" (Dickinson, R.E., 1969). 

Hence the Ratzel 1 s contribution in German 

geopolitics cannot be undermined. His basic ccn

cepts requires a rational interpretation which 

can project its relevance in the present political 

scenario. This would create the harmonious rela

tionship between. the various states of the world, 

despite their different socio-political structure. 

The Ratzel 1 s geopolitical ideas are still valid 

up to certain extent. But in the past some 
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~cholars presented his concept~ in a distorted 

manner and tr~to solve their pijorative purpose.* 

for this lapse responsibility cannot be thrown on 

him. Because he was compelled to write by the 

circumstances of that period. Thus his contribu-

tion leaves a major landmark in the history of 

German Geopolitics (Paterson., J.H. 1987). 

Karl Haushofer ( 1869-1946) s He was the second 

most prominent German geopolit~cian and responsible 

for framing the Nazi Policy. His family seat was 

just outside Munich and involved in the formative 

stages of the national socialist party. Rudolf 

Hess had been his assistant during the Second 

World War. He met Hitler several times when he 

was dictating iwlain Kampf to Hess. In which the 

racial hatred geopolitical notions are employed. 

Their primary aim was to obtain control of the 

heartland and then destroy the·naval power of U.K. 

and U.S.A. 

* Pijorative purpose is that state of affairs in 
which all the means of negative approaches are 
adopted for the vested inte.rest. 
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The geopolitics before General Haushofer 

came into prominence was theoretical, but he ver

balised it, published and put into practice. He 

influenced the Nazi foreign policy and contributed 

a lot in this regard, and he established the geo

political institution for data collection. He 

held the view about space that "Space governs man 

kind's history" (fifield, R.H. &. G.E. Pearcy 1944). 

He emphasised much more on population pressure, and 

economic self sufficiency while the Munich s.chool 

of geopolitics takes into account the location of 

Capital • 

Re ga rdin g the urbanisation, he felt that the 

proportion of the balanced rela~ions was very 

necessary for strong state. Sea power to him is a 

most important factor he reasonable emphasised on 

con tin en tal ism versus ocean alism. The continents 

provide an end of boundary of state besides an 

ocean opens the scope for state. According to him 

Germany should attack Russia after controlling 

England and france. He said that france was stag

nating politically and biologically. He recognised 

the U.s .A. as the most matured country. 
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The conflict to him was going on between the 

youthfullness versus aged (Dorpalen, 1942). He 

viewed geopolitics "as the generator of immense 

explosive power" (Haske, H. 1987). All these 

ide as were formula ted on his previous e xpe rien ces, 

which he has been conceived from the various 

places. Basically he was an army servant during 

the First World war •. But after German's defeat in 

battle, he was very much disappointed for her poor 

show in the war and blamed on her top level 

politicians and generals. The other reason was 

that he had been for a short visit to Japan and 

Britain and impressed by the Geostrategic planning 

of these countries. He was also very much embarrassed 

by the treaty of Versaillies. All these factors led 

him to the study of geopolitit?s· He became a 

Professor of geopolitics after the Nazi regime came 

to p owe r in 1 9 J 3. 

A montly journal was founded entitled, 

lhe Zei ts ch rift fur Ge opoli tik in which they 

propagated geopolitics as their new science. The 

name has been drawn from Kjellen~ They published 

lots of material including articles and maps. 

They projected the contemporary situation in such 
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a manner in which the support from all sections 

of society was expected and they got the reasonable 

~pt:mse 
-~ ., - ·. also, due to the active participation and 

.. 
academic oriented approach. They exploited ·the 

people's sentiments over the issue of step-motherly 

treatment of Germany in the peace settlement after 

first world war. Haushofer used the Ratzel's. 

organic state theory, Geostrategic views of 

Mackinder and Mahan as war weapon that led to the 

German chauvinism and further policy of expan-

sionism. He suggested for German, Russian co-

operation. They adopted a new method to influence 

the people through slogans, and pictographs. On 

the account of Germany's economic self sufficiency, 

Kjellen' s advocacy of Auterky was further elaborated. 

The Hatzel's basic concept of lebensraum was 

presented in a distorted manner ( krus·zwsk i, C. .1940) • 

The Nazi government used Gee-economic policy 

as political weapon. The some other scholars had 

the view for an alliance with the Soviet Union but 

later on discarded ~en Hitler invaded that vast 

country. The further new branches were developed 

during that period such as Geo-Medicine, Gee

Psychology and Gee-Economics. The interpretations 

of all these branches led to play major role for 
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German conquest. General Ha us ho fer's le ben s ra um 

propaganda remained in the main stream, till the 

end of Second World War. Hence Haushofer held the 

high place in German Geopolitics. The other geo

politicians of that period were Dix Otto, Hess 

and Henning. They played a very.significant 

role in the Nazi politics. Dix Otto was a great 

painter and expressed his geopolitical views 

through his painting ~ich created a national 

spirit a~ong the German people. The geopolitical 
..e.9J,.Uo6~ 

thinker was .Boron Dietrich Von Bulow. He has f.... 

his i dea,.s in a book published in 1799, The 5 piri t 

of New System of War. He also developed the theory 

of political s tra te gy. 

He viewed that there would be continuously 

war unless and until the great powers did not reach 

their natural frontiers. The main Natural frontier 

are mountain, sea and rivers. · The rivers and sea 

make military operation difficult while on the 

other hand they promote the commercial relations. 

His approach seems to be a Geopolitical in 

international relations but practically that led 

to the expansionist tendencies. 
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The short term aim of Ge :rman geo politics was 

the revision of the treaty of Versaillies as it 

was projected by. General Haushofer and his associa

tes. Because he was well kno~ in right wing 

political circle for his realist policy prescrip

tions. He was friendly with Hitler's deputy, 

Rudel f Hess from 1919 onward and has been regularly 

meeting him for detailed discussions once in a 

month through out that period. Haushofer's main 

link in the 1930 with the political elites seems 

to have been through his son JUbrencht. The mis

fortune was happened when Hess launched the 

abortive peace mission to Britain in 1941 and 

Haushofer lost what influence he had on the Nazi 

regime. His sonf_~xecuted in 1944 for his part in 

the failed assassination attempt on Hitler. 

The contribution made by Haushofer in 

German geopolitics cannot be undermined. Because 

of his involvement in the Nazi politics, as 

Heske ( 1987) pointed out that "Geopolitics was 

implicated more than any other science in the 

legitimation of Nazi regime and Haushofer must 

bear the main responsibility for this". Some 

scholars compared German geopolitics with national 
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socialist doctrine and have exposed the fundamental 

differences in their theories. Although gee-

politics was derived from Ratzel's scientific 

materialism. The national socialism promoted the 

ide as of innate human qualities enabling the racial 

theories of superiority. 

Thus these were the contribution of Haushofer 

in the German Gees tra te gy. Ra tzel has been rightly 

recognised as the greatest contributor to the 

scientific human geography and development of 

geopolitics. Many social scientists viewed him as 

a crude determinist. Whatever may be the case of 

h
. &.-
l.S approa 

f 
to study of any phenomenon of a 

particular place during~ period but his basic 
f... 

concepts leave:. a reasonable ·scope to take up the 

issues a ceo rdin g to the time and space. His seven 

laws are partially applicable in present situation. 

Because the territorial expansion in the context 

of changing man nature relationship simply means 

the hori zen tal sphere of influence, not the spatial 

expansion. Strategically speaking the two super 

powers have their sphere of influence all over the 

world, that is ideologically much more effective 

than the military take over in a particular region 
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Therefore, the conflict of territorial expansion 

has been framed in a different way in the 

present political situation. 

The contribution of German scholars in geo

politics as well as in political geography cannot 

be under estimated at any stage, Ratzel and 

Haushofer played a major role in German geo

politics which has been witnesse'd over the time 

and especially in between the two world wars. 

The German geostrategy has its roots and correlation 

with the colonial race also, because this factor 

led to bound all the countrie~ to concern about 

their mother state and cultivated the nationalist 

spirit among the subjects of their countrJ~. 

Regarding the nationalist spirit and terri

torial expansionism, the geostrategic views of 

Ratzel and Haushofer played significant role to 

convince the people about their country and used 

the basic ~o~cepts of geopolitics as the problem 

solving pills. This kind of philosophy has been 

experienced in Germany in particular and in the 

other parts of the world in general. The rational 

interpretation would be that, whatever ideas they 

propagated during the war period, it was the demand 
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o·f the time and circumstances created by rival 

countries, because directly or indirectly they 

compelled Germans to think accordingly. After the 

first World War the era of decolonisation beg·an 

and within the span of thirty ,years ( 1932-1962) 

the political situation of the world has completely 

changed. 

Thus considering the spatial and temporal 

change as the characteristics of any phenomenon, 

Germans geopolitics has witnessed many ups and dowt~s 

in its history. Ratzel and Haushofer held the 

high place and recognised as the prominent contri

butor in the German geopolitics~ They left the 

long lasting impact on this discipline which cannot 

be removed easily. In this context they are 

considered as the real fore fathers of German 

Geopolitics. 
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CHAP TEA- IV 

CON T A I BU T I ON B Y 0 TH E A 5 C H OL A AS 

{In the context of changing man nature relationship} 

The studies of geopolitics are not new one it 

is as old as the history of mankind. The ancient 

Greek sc~olars, e.g., Aristotle, Plato and Herodotus 
ti\e.. 

are .. examples of the theoreticians of old geo-

politics. Historically speaking, geopolitics has 

been experienced various trends as the result of 

contribution made by different scholars. The German 

statesmen played a very significant role in this 

regard. Because they took the initiative to develop 

geopolitics as a separate discipline. But it does 

not mean that geopolitics is the German monopoly. 

The various other thinkers also contributed 

a lot in this field to devel~~ this branch of 

knowledge as a discipline. Their basic geostrategic 

un ders tan ding were as follow: 

Rudolf Kjellen (1864-1922)1 T:he term geopolitics 

was coined by him. He was a · political s cien tis t 

and member of the Swedish Parliament. According 

to him state behave like biological organism. A 

book also has be en brought out by him in 19 1 6 entitled 
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Sorod.J..bs 
11 5 tate on · · ;; form 11 • * He compares state with 

1\ 
an organism and have five organs such as, l$ra~s:t 

f..gl i tick s true tu re of government, Demo Pol ilik -

population structure, Sucieolitik - Social 

structure, Oeko Politik -Economic structure. and 

Geopolitik - physical structure. 

He also introduced the aspects of quality of 

the pcpula ticn. According to him state has a 1 ways 

constant competition with other states and large 

s,tates extend their power over smaller one and 

ultimately the world would have only a few large 

and extremely powerful states (Pacione, M. 1985). 

He much mere emphasised en five most important 

factors, e.g., Territor~ to him it consists the 

realm of people in which road, railways and other 

transportation network plays a significant role. 

Peopl~ in this case he takes into account the 

generations cf past, present and future. He esta-

blished that state has certain responsibilities to 

regulate with present generation and does not hann 

~interest of the next generation. Household in 

* Sopodi fs form simple mean state as an organism. 
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which the territory should fulfil the basic needs 

of its population so the ratio can be proportionate 

to its resources. Socie~, Kjellen rejected the 

doctrine of society as a subordinate to th'e state, 

while sociologist considered it as a disassociated 

from the state. The last and most important factor 

is Government, to him the form of government is 

determined by geographical factors, ethnic, economi

cal and historical factors all these aspects fulfil 

the interest of different groups in society. 

Thus Kjellen• s approach to understand the 

basic nature of state· can be viewed as the founda

tion of geopolitics, because he took into account 

almost all factors of the state which plays major 

role in the framing of geostrategic policies of the 

state and its relationship with other state (Donald 

&. Bednarz, 1988). Regarding his views on territo

rial expansion, one can conclude that it was quite 

right during that period but these are not applic-

·able today, because at present every nation is more 

interdependent and interconnected to each other 

that even super powers cannot neglect the role of 

small states in the world affair. 
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~1 fred, T. Maha~ ( 1840-1914) a He took a global 

view of geopolitical affairs. Basically he was 

naval historian and published books, e.g., The Life 

of Nelson 1817, The lnfiuence of Sea Power U'pon 

History 1890, french Revolution and Empire 189 2, 

etc. He established that control of the sea comes 

to protect commerce end wage. The economics war-

fare was very important to a state. To him there 

are six fundamental aspects which affects the 

development and maintenance of sea power these are 

such asa 

{ 1) Geographical position (location) 

( 2) Physical conformation of the state 
(nature of its coasts) 

( 3) Extent of territory (length of the coast
line) 

( 4 ) Po pula ti on n umbers 

(5) National Character 

( 6) Governmental policy. 

According to him only the fittest nations 

could successfully sustain themselves in the constant 

grappling.* The fitness was measured in terms of 

* Constant grappling means dealing problems with 
an enemy. 
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national strength. He was a practical man, and 

had prescriptions for united state's foreign 

policy because his advice did not go unheeded 

(Mahan, T. 1690). He advised United States to 

occupy the Hawaian island, take control of the 

Caribbean and build a cannal to link the Atlantic 

and Pacific oceans. The President Rosevelt's 

administration used several of Mahan 1 s suggestions. 
p\.JJ.o~ 

A book also has been · · by him entitled, The 

Problem of Asia 1900". In which he recognised a 

core area in Asia and Russia's domination of it. 

He anticipated a struggle between Russian land 

power and British sea power. He held the view that 

British sea power waul d be able to contain Russian 

expansionism. The containment of Russia and 

control of China would become the joint concern of 

the United States, Britain, Germany and Japan. 

§.ir Halford Mackinder ( 1861-1947)' was a Scot by 

birth and best known geographer in the non-geographic 

circle. His contribution in geopolitics considered 

the best known global strategic scheme in the modern 

period. He served in various capacities at the 

University of London. He presented a paper 

entitled, "The Geographical Pivot of History" in 1904 
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at the Royal 6eographical Society of London. In _ 

this context he laid down the foundation of modem 

geopolitics. Because in this time he put forwarded 

the basic ideas of geographical distribution 'of 

land masses and water bodies on the earth surface 

in terms of political perspective. According to 

him the history is struggle between land and sea 

powers. His heartland theory created a political 

debate in the world affairs. Later on he defined 

the concepts of Heartland and presented in. a 

different manner after the world war first. 

The modified ideas, enti'Ued, the democratic 

ideals and reality, in which pivot area was renamed 

as Heartland was came up in 1919. This period was 

considered as most critical bedlUse Britain was 

losing her economic and political leadership in the 

world. The situation was changing due to the drastic 

rise of u.S.A. and Gemany. Mackinder being a 

leading member of liberal party, said to be the 

party of free Trade. He believed that no longer 

simple accumulation of capital in London would be 

sufficient to meet the challenge of Germany's 

ma~sive growth in heavy industries. His main 

emphasis was on the spatial structure of land power 

versus sea power. He identified central asia as the 
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pivot area of history from which, the horsemen h!ave 

dominated Asian and European history because of 

their superior mobility. 

-ed 
Mackin der further elaborat~.'., his views about 

the colonian era in which the balance of power 

shifted to the coastal zones, i.e., Britain and he 

felt that this era is almost caning to an end. 

Regarding the post Columbian era new transport 

technology, particularly the railways would redress 

the balance bank in favour of land based power and 

the pivot area would reassert itself. Therefore, 

basically it was nothing more than the rationalise-

tion of historical geography for the traditional 

British policy of maintaining a balance of power in 

Europe. So the continental pow~r could threaten 

the British hegemony. He advocated to avoid the 

Russian Ge:rman alliance. "Taking in to account his 

views of economic and national politics he can be 

recognised as the man of political economist with 

the holistic world view" (Gilbert, E .w. 1972). 

The basic philosophy of heartland thesis was 

to present a physical map of ·the world which can 

indirectly show the British he'gemony over it. He 

took into account the huge continental land mass 
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FtGURE4.1 
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of Euresia, Asia and Africa as well as some isola

ted islands such as Japan, Australia, Britain, 

·North and South America. The land mass of Asia, 

Europe and Africa was named as the "World Isiand". 

In the case of Africa he took the north of Sahara. 

further more he explains the water and land masses 

ratio over the earth surface. According to him 

three-fourth is water and one fourth is land mass, 

out of this one fourth, the two third is world 

island and rest consist by other continents. Thus 

ultimately he established the supremacy of world 

i sl b n d over the rest of 1 and rna s s • 

The world map presented by him in such a 

manner that consists the three natural seats of 

po~•er ard projects a world image in different ways 

(See fig. 4.1). The pivot area, which is entirely 

continental in its nature start from the Volga 

river in Siberia and includes the Himalayan Mountain 

in the South uptil the Artie in the North. The 

remGrkable feature of this thesis is that pivot 

area is surrounded by mountains on the three sides 

and icy sea on the north side. The second seat of 

po~:ver is inner or marginal crescent, which is 

partly oceanic and partly continental. I t i .n c 1 u des 
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the Europe west to Ural mountain, South west hsia, 

I ran, lndia, China and South East Asia. The third 

s e a t of p owe r is o u te r or insula r crescent which 

is almost oceanic in its nature. I t c on sis ts th e 

north and south America, Africa and Australia. 

Be s ide s th e is 1 an d o f t3 r i ta in an d J a pan • To him 

the Europe had been always divided into two different 

political systems, the north and south. 

Thus this was his heartland thesis and there 

are certain drawbacks in this but the greatest one 

was -chat he over emphasised on the heartland region. 

The second lapse was that he never gave a serious 

attempt on -che growing power of JEJpan, Germuny and 

I t<;~l y. The other thing were a bout the British 

hegemony and. ignorance of African continent. He 

incl(,Jded only the north part of Africa and left rest 

of the continents. Therefore, this is said to be 

imbalanced model of the world power. 

Modified~rtlalld Thesis (1919): The basic philo-

sophy of his modified heartland thesis was to 

convince the allied forces to undermine the German 

demands and establish the supremacy of British policy 
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in the peace settlement after the World War I. 

There fore, practically he was compelled by the 

circumstances after the war period to revive his 

theory. Besides the British navy were denied to 

enter into the Black Sea. This incidence led to 

further realise the strategic importance of the 

Heartland. Then he included the Black Sea, Tibet, 

Persia, Baltic Sea, Navigable Danube, Armenia, 

Mongolia and Asia Miner in his modified heartland 

thesis in 1919. 

Mackin de r felt that for the control of heart-

1 and, the east European co rri do r is the only way 

for outer powers to penetrate in it. He made the 

most relevant forecast that Germany would be the 

threat to the Heartland and any state who control 

the·world island would be able to command the two

third of land mass and seven-eighth of the man 

power of this world. ThJ..L.b the modified heartland 

·consisted much more larger land mass than the 

pivot area (See fig. 4.2). 

Mackinder emphasised much more on old world 

and Eurasia until the 1919. But after that he 

s hi fte d towards the North America and \ves te m 

Europe. To him "In the United States the most 
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ab.undant rainfall and productive coal fields are 

to be found in the east, but in Europe they are in 

the west. Thus the ~'Jest of Europe and all the.east 

of 1\lorth America are physical complements of ·one 

another and are rapidly becoming balanced halves of 

a single community" (Mackinder 1904). 

The article has been brought out by him during 

the war period entitled, •The Round World and the 

Winning of Peace". In which he added a midland 

basin concept in the 1943s modified heartland thesis, 

consisting the Western Europe, North Atlantic Ocean, 

and Eastern United States. This view about the 
st\e 

Soviet Union, that if,Zemerges from the Second ~'l'orld 

\-Jar then she would come up as a major giant of 

the world power. His forecast finally turns into 

true and rivalry is going on between the Two Super 

Powers to gain the hegemony over the world fo~"-t-ic..s. 

Thus these are the .main geostrategic ideas of 

fvlackinder. He assumed certain unrealistic notions, 

i.e., to him the history is a struggle between land 

power and sea power. While the facts reveal that 

history is the result of man's interaction with 

nature and conflict for the ownership of means and 

mode of production. He considered the heartland 
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as a region of permanent difficulties due to its 

extreme climates. 

Mackinder's ideal dream did not turn into 

truth because the situation was some thing 

difficult. He advocated for the railways develop-

men t in the heartland region. He did not emphasis 

much more on the growing air power .Jlile railways 

age was around to end. Regarding the great depre

ssion of world economics during the 1930s, he even 

did not drew the attention in his modified heart-

land thesis 1943. Because this phenomenon led to 

the world economics crisis and finally reflected in 

the World ~var II end the result was new power of 

balance in the world political scenario. Thus in· 

summary one should realise that i'lackinder 1 s geo-

strategic ideas played a significant role in the 

first vJorld war, policies of Paris peace settlement 

and in the affairs' of Second World War. 

Nicholas 1 _~~~~ ( 1893-1943): He presented 

his model in 1944 named Rimlarid in which he took 

the area of heartland's partly oceanic and conti-

nental, cornbindly . recognised as marginal ·crescent 
I 

r e n arne d as t h e Rim 1 an d ( 5 e e F i g • 4 • 3) • He c on s i de re d 
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the maritime mobility as the prime fdctor of a 

new geopolitical framework and sea povJer emerged 

as the key factor in global geopolitical strategy. 
' 

According to him ~rt is sea power ~hich has· made 

it possible to conceive the Eurasian continents as 

a unit and it is sea po\ver which governs the 

relwtionship between the old and the new world" 

(Spykman, N.J. 1944). 

The Spykman much more emphasised on Rimland 

because to him it possessed the central heartland 

area which ~rJas unified by the communication and 

transportation, while on the other hand he viewed 

that the entire steppe land area as a bearing 

low potentiality would come up as the highly 

economically developed region. But both these 

assumptions were not turns into truth. To him the 

industrial and agricultural potentiality were found 

relatively second at the western region of Ural 

mountain. 

He further more argued that the mobility of 

automobiles, railways and aircrafts in this region 

can be extended to the East, north, south and west 

of E. urasia through the prime means of trans porta-

ti on in the world. The Central Asia waul d bear a 
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relatively low power potentiality in the future 

due to the poe r trane porta tional network • He 

discarded i•1ackinder 1 s dictum and formulated his 

own, i.e., 

Who control the Rimland rules, Eurasia, 

Who rules Eurasia controls the destinies 

of the world. 

Spykman criticised the Mackinder's heartland 

thesis and elaboi.'6ted that the misleaded the world 

regarding the theory of history, as, a constant 

struggle between the sea power versus land p0\'1er. 

He· emphasised that "there has never really been 

a simple land power, sea power opposition. The 

historical alignment has always in terms of some 

members of the Rimland against Russia or Great 

Britain and Russia together against a dominating 

Rimland power'' (Spykman, 1944). 

Thus these were the main geopolitical ideas 

of Spykman presented during the Second World War. 

His theory has also been reflected in ~merican 

policy of containment propounded by George. f. 

Kennan. The U~S.A. al~1ays tried their best to 

prevent the Russian influence as she was emerged 

the sole !'-laster of Heartland region. The Mackinder's 
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forecast turns into reality as he made before the 

world war second about Russia. He said "If USSR 

waul d emerge as the result of w:~ rld war then she 

will become the sole master of he~rtland and con-trol 

the ~rld island". 

The major lapse of Spykman 1 s Rimland theory 

were that, he over emphasised on the sea po~r and 

under estimated the air potentiality and land mass 

importance. The second drawback was that he went 

on the same way as l"lackinder. Because he also over 

emphasised on the Rimland and gave the second look 

to heartland area, which is said to be the irrational 

interpretation of the power balance. At last, he 

also never avoided the biasness in his model as 

the other scholars done the same. But his basic 

ideas are still partially applicable in the present 

situation that cannot be denied. 

§.,B. CoheQ.) He is an American geographer and 

won:ing on the heartland and Rimland thesis. The 

main intention of his study is to raise the question 

on the containment theory. According to him entire 

E.urasia is a potential battle ground. The book 

has been brought out by him entitled, Geography and 
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politics in a World Divided ( 1973) in which he 

presented a hierarchial and regional world model. 

He divi.ded entire world into various geostrategic 

divisions (See fig. 4.4). To him these regions 

are sub-divisions of the geopol.i tical divisions 

and they tend to be relatively homogenous in terms 

of one or more of culture, economics and politics. 

These all plays a very significant role in the 

state 1 s function such as internal as well as 

external and place her in the world hierarchy.· 

The Cohen considered the two geostrategic 

regions each dominated by one of the two major 

powers and to him these are "The trade-depen·dent 

maritime world and the Eurasian continental· world 11 

(Cohen, S .B. 1982). The geostrategic regions 

further divided into five and geopolitical regions 

in to two, the South Asia has been recognised as a 

po~ential geostrategic regions.; The South East 

and Middle East t\sia named as the shatter belts. 

Because of the chronic political instability. 

These geopolitical regions where the basis of 

multiple power nodes. 

The new world powers has come up such as 

Japan, Europe and China to join the clubs of U.S.A 
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or U.s.s.R. while on the other hand the second 

order powers .Jlich dominates their respective 

geopolitical regions, i.e., India, Brazil and 

Nigeria. There are in total twenty-seven states 

in the second order region. furthermore he 

divides the third, fourth and fifth order states 

on the basis of their inlfuence beyond the states 

'~ boundary. The S.B. Cohen also trapped into state 

at national biasness. Because when he named the 

south east and middle Asia as the shatter belt due 

to the political turmoil, while the same situation 

also persists over the Carribian Zone in which the 

conflict is going on between the U.S.A and 

Nicaragua. Even then he avoided to project the 

real situation due to the national interest. The 

major drawback was that he did not point out the 

super power rivalry and their involvement in the 

s hatter belt as well as world politics. 

Thus despite all these pit falls, S.B. Cohen 

contribution left the long lasting impact in this 

field. 

The geostrate.gic ideas of T. Mahan also 

played a major (fole in the development of this 

disciplines. He emphasised much more on the sea 
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power and said that the control of sea, comes to 

protect commerce and wages, economic warfare is 

very important to a state. It is quite clear that 

every scholar upheld the extreme opinion, because 

as we he ve seen the t some body is advocating for 

sea pO'.tJer, and another one for land power. While 

the scholar like Alexander De Seversky emp~asised 

on air power supremacy. 

The most relevant and rational model can be 

recognised. The Wallerstein's new world economic 

approach. In this case the main emphasis has been 

given on the world economic and political struc

ture. This is more relevant approach because it 

focuses on the global oriented issues and provides 

the universal solution. 

The socio-political an economic scenario of 

the world has been projected in a very rational 

manner in this approach which is more related to 

the present situation. 

The three tier system is a replica of the 

super power conflicts. Because of the interven

tion of big powers can be witnessed in the world 

politics at the various levels, e.g., local level 

to international organisations level. Their support 
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in different forms can be noticed in the politics 

a s we 11 a s in th e U .1\1 • 0 • T hi s s h o ws t h e i r de g r e e 

of influence over the world affairs and physic

graphically they share the sphere of influence all 

over the world (See fig. 4.5). 

In the case of spheres of influence an ideo

logy and state of economy plays a significant role 

to create the gap between the two different socio

political set ups. It is an ideology which separa

tes the local experiences from the world reality 

as ~~allerstein pointed out. This sort of ideolo

gical scenario represented in the two blocs of the 

world such as pro USA and pro USSR. 

Practically speaking the. concept of non

alignment doee not arise at all. Because no one 

can remain neutral on the fun dam en tal issues, e.g., 

the transfer of technology, resources distribution 

and apartheid. Whatever it is one has to take 

clear cut position. This much is also very clear 

that there is only two ways to uphold the opinion, 

eith·er for or against. There is no third alternate 

in this world, on the basic issues. Absentees 

are always opportunists. Because wherever they 

forward their interest 'they will incline towards 

that side. 
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Hence the basic philosophy of Non-alignment 

is to take advantage from the both blocs, the 

Third World countries follows the path of Non

alignment due to their bad state of economy and 

technology because of this reason concerns cannot 

take the clear position in the international 

politics { ~Jarsley, P. 19 67). 

Regarding the changing man nature relationship 

one can cooclude that the human society {as a part 

of n<Jture's universal process) exists, moves and 

changes due to a two-sided interaction - that 

between the organisation of nature (including the 

interaction between various natural process) and the 

organisation of mankind and that within the human 

social organisation among its various social units. 

Nature acts upon and reacts to man through various 

integral or conflict process (e.g., air, water, 

virus, earthquake, etc.) while man acts upon and 

reacts to nature in various opposing ways {e.g., 

breathing, drinking, eating, producing industrial, 

a gri cultural and mining products). 

vJhile man interact themselves either through 

combining their ideas and practices. He develops 

and controls nature by becoming more and more 
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kno\-.tledgttble about the ·structure and behaviour 

of various natural processes (Sandbach, f. 1980). 

The human knowledge, whether natural o~ social, 

and whether theoretical or practical, comes from 

the above said two-sided interactions. Incase of 

the knowledge of nature, the basis of information 

rests in the natural objects, while their observa

tions interpretation and formulation rest with the 

human thinking. Similarly in case of social know

ledge the basis of information lies in the social 

units. 

Thus in the formulation of state's policy, 

man-nature relationship and technological input plays 

a major role in geopoliticsl models. There fore, 

every scholar has given enough emphasis on the man

nature relationship. As the result of technological 

development this relationship changes over time 

( Gray, C. S • 19 7 7) • 

Thus tl-te many scholars contributed a lot in 

this field in the various capacities. Their con'tri-

bution in geopolitics cannot be undermined. The 

geostrategic ideas of Mackinder, T. Nahan and Spykman, 

played a significant role during the war period. 

Their models being put into practice in their respective 
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country as well as in the world politics. 

The Patrik, 0. Sullivan's concept of sphere 

of influence and Wallersten's new world economic 

approach land marked in the modern geopolitical 

. theory vklich cannot be under estimated at any 

level. These are more relevant .in the present 

situation. 
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CONCLUSION 

The analysis of the his.torical evolution of 

geopolitics proved that there have definite learning 

on the entire gammat of social sciences .as well as 

natural sciences and also vice-versa. 

The. major events in the history and in the 

discipline of geography helped geopolitics to be 

recognised as a separate branch of knowledge. 

These main events are such as first World vJar. 

Great depression of 1930s, Second Wo~ld War and 

cold war, e.g., to Robert Walter, The basis of cold 

war lies in Mackinder's he~rtland concept. However, 

the ge os tra te gi c de vel opmen ts during the 19 70s 

shifted from confrontation to reconciliation. 

~~hile during the 1980s, geopolitics became the 

much more issue oriented and problem solving 

discipline. After the 1985, the world geostrategy 

inclined towards the confrontation to co-operation, 

e • g • , I • N • f • t rea t y o f 1 9 8 7 • 

The attempt has been made to analyse the 

ideological heritage and major trends in this 

field. The focuses given on the changing nature 

of geography and placement of geopolitics within 
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that discipline. Therefore, the historical develop

ment has been traced for geography as well as for 

geopolitics. Similarly efforts have made to review 

the literature related to this discipline. 

The geopolitics and its relationship with other 

subjects of social sciences have been highlighted by 

adopting in~erdisciplinary approach, because this 

method leaves enough scope for the study of a 

particular phenomenon of the specific period of a 

region. 

The German scholars and their contribution 

played a very significant role in this field. 

Because they were the pioneers who initiated to 

develop geopolitics as a separate branch of know

ledge. Considering this case the special attempts 

has been made ·to trace the basic geos-rategic ideas 

of Fcatzel ·and Karl Haushofer. 

Regarding the contribution made by other 

scholars, the prominent thinkers have been taken 

into account, e.g., Mackinder, T. Mahan, N. Spykman 

and S.B. Cohen, et.al. Their geostrategic ideas 

have been placed with the changing man nature 

relationship and relevance in the sophisticated 

technological era. 
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The correlations have been experienced bet

ween the technological development and social 

progress. So far human knowledge has developed and 

operated the four broad types of technological 

mechanism with their related four broad types of 

social divisions ·on whose basis four broad types of 

society or social systems have existed in the 

his tory. 

The food gathering and hunting technology and 

its related social units characterised by the clan 

system, lasted for thousands of years, even the 

pastoral technology and its related social divisions 

characterised by tribal system lasted several 

hundred years. 

The levels of technological developments have 

·been reflected in the forme of government, e.g., 

Agrarian technology and its related social units 

characterised by the military-cum-religious prin

cely state system lasted for about two thousand 

years. The industrial technology and its related 

social divisions characterised by the nation state 

system, still continuing. However, the history 

and science show· that technology (representing 

the part as nature, operated by man) and man have 
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always been inter-related, inter-dependence and 

inseparable. Both are creative in their ways. 

The man's innovations lie: in his mental 

and physical energy while tec~nology's productivity 

comes from various forms of energy, i.e., electrical, 

chemical, kinetic, heat potential, radiant, nuclear 
. . 

etc. In fact technology creates more value than 

human labour, e.g., automatic ma6hine where man 

contributes no physical energy. This is because 

an average worker daily spends and can only spend, 

during physical work 120 Watts of energy (which accor

ding to latest scientific research equal to 2400 

calories) in comparison· to the machine provides and 

uses tens of thousands of watts of energy in a day. 

While the man lags behind technology in 

material productivity it leads technology in 

material and ideological innovition due to his 

men tal uniqueness. Thus in h urn an society both 

technology and man constitute as basic factors of 

modernisation. 

In the present situati.on, the more and more 

interdependence has been found among the various 

countries. The process of inter-dependence of 
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nations is an unintended process of development. 

Because it has never been planned by any in di vi dual 

or nation-state. It has been the outcome of the 

emergence of a new technological - mechanism. developed 

through hundreds of innovations made by various 

in di vi duals and nations. 

Regarding the glcbalisaticn of various material 

problems, e.g., environmental polL uti on, nuclear war 

and weapons, oceanic and space research, depleting 

raw material and energy resources, growing poverty, 

increasing gap between the rich and the poor people 

and countries, global inflation, recession, monetary 

system, etc. These problems cut across national 

bo 1.,1n da ries. The Che:rncbyl nuclear disaster in the 

Soviet Union also influenced t'he Scandinavian 

countries. If the Ozone layer is damaged, it would 

affect beth the socialist as well as non socialist 

countries alike. 

The growth rate of global problems has highly 

increased in the current century, and their 

maturity-period is confined to only few decades. 

Since global problems were on common in the pre

interdependent period, little social knowledge is 

available about them. The sooner we get their 

k no \vl edge the better for our wo rl d. 
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While the epoch of national economic model or 

the period of one nation welfarism is almost over, 

otherwise there were no need of having prestroika 

and glasnost in Russia. The recent demand fo~ 

democracy and carnage in China, the declaration of 

India as Super 301, by the U.S.A. government are the 

sheer reflections of the bad state of national 

economy in the both blocs, socialist as well as 

Capitalist. 

Despite all these facts the individulals and 

nation-states even today are viewing the global issues 

within the national perspective, simply because an 

experience shows that when a new process is perceived, 

the common human pattern is to handle it in a tradi

tional way. While 'logically demand is a collective 

global effa,ir, e.g., a joint international space 

research programme can provide as more knowledge 

than the individual national efforts. 

The two superpowers centred world is being 

replaced by a collective centred world. The trend 

of the erne rgen ce of a new global organise tion such 

U .N .0. World Bank, IMf, GATT, private multinational 

corporations (IBM,EXXON,SHELL e.tc.,) International 

Workers organisation, International Air Transport 
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Association, The Supra natiwnal or regional grouping, 

common wealth, Non-Alignedment, E.E.C., ASEA.N, and 

SAARC, {India is pursuing a regional hegemonic line 

in South A.sia, hampering good neighbourly relations 

and nindering the globalisaticn process). Being 

considered as the initial trend towards the world 

Government. The 1 ogic can be put fo_rward that present 

problems whether at local level or national level are 

the replica of the disorder of world economy. Therefore, 

dealing with global issues we need a world state through 

which these problems can be sort out. 

The suitable alternate to globalism can be the 

collective response of the worl.d community in the form 

of an international democracy, represented by a world 

democratic State, with the nation states as subordinate 

units. 

The world democratic state, in order to safeg.uard 

the interest of the world people as well as of smaller 

nations, is to consist of Two Parliamentary Houses with 

egual Powers- the cower house consisting of representarives 

direc'tly elected by the people (on population basis) 

and the upper house consisting of representatives elected 

by the nation-state legistatures with each nation state 

(big or small) having equal representation. The concerned 

electors are to possess the right to recal their elected 

rep res en t a ti ve a t an y time • 
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Thus this model should be seen in future Geost

rategic context and can be applied as a global problems 

solving capsules, but an experience also shows that if 

a problem is not attended to at the proper time it 

undergoes change and often be comes difficult to deal with 

and even some times turn a unmanageable, man.y global 

problems {e.g., po~lution) which are assuming, threat

ening proportions have been and still are less difficult 

to solve·· than after the lapse c f more time. 

The need of global views, and strategy is much more 

relevant in the increasing day to day interdependence of 

the world affairs. Hence geopolitical view, both regional 

as well as global, should be developed in every nation. 

All these contributions would go a 1ongway towards giving 

the nationa,l explanations of the international phenomenon. 

The geopolitics despite the ill-famed 'Geopolitik 1 

of the inter war period, remains relevant in present 

situation. Because it deals with the basic geostrategic 

realities of state's power. Therefore its contribution 

should not be either ignored or easily discarded at 

any level. 
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